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All the rest of them I could hear well. Then the list came out.

I had seat No. One. When tonehouse saw that-- he was a friend of

mine, he went and asked that he be given a beginning(front seat) \

in all the classes. The result was that he was No. 1 in all

the Uˆˆ classes, and t was No. '2 in those two classes, and in

the rest I was further back. When Armstrong was lecturing every-

body was writing letters or reading other things, paying no attention

to him at all except Stonehouse and me. When he would tell a joke
'

he would look over at us because he knew we were listening. But "

the pedegogy there was just frightful except for Machen. Mbhen

was a first class teacher. Allis was a good teacher. Most of them

were just no teachers at all.

Neher: When you say finish this word, they would say a

sentence and you finished the word .

AAM: He would give the first part of the last word of the

paragraph. He talked for maybe 6 or 7 minutes and then he would

give the first part of the last word of the paragrßph and wait

for you to finish it! Funny thing.

Neher: Was that to make sure you paid attention to the rest

of the paragraph or what?

AAM: I have no idea why he did it. He was a lovely old fellow

and I got to be realty a good friend of his. $$Eløf/gV#SI I just

didn't do it.Most of them did. The fact the fellow said stra instead

of ei showed that he wasn't getting much out of it.
a

He had a course in OT Biblical Theology and of course in NT

Theology. There was one fellow there who sat in thetx= room

where they had the examination, and they had one set of questions

here and one here, and we all took them at once in this great big

room. But there was one fellow who reached for the wrong pile.
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